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		Windows Server 2012 is not only the most significant update to the Windows Server
	
		operating system in recent years, but it is also all about cloud computing and the underlying
	
		technology for building clouds: virtualization.
	


	
		Many features familiar to administrators of Server 2008 R2 and other legacy Windows
	
		Server versions have been updated in one way or another in Windows Server 2012, and
	
		this book introduces readers to the new features and capabilities.
	


	
		There are two especially important concepts to keep in mind while reading this book.
	
		First, Server 2012 is all about the deployment, configuration, and management of cloud
	
		platforms—whether they are private, hybrid, or public clouds. Second, Server 2012 also
	
		centers on integrating workers’ private mobile devices into the corporate network.
	
		If your organization plans to move to a cloud infrastructure from a LAN or WAN, this book shows you how to do it efficiently with Windows Server 2012. Experienced Windows administrators will learn how to deploy, configure, and manage the server’s expanded capabilities and features step-by-step, using clear examples and numerous screen shots. You’ll also discover how to integrate employees’ private mobile devices into your corporate network.

	
		Whether you intend to take your infrastructure to a public, private, or hybrid cloud environment, Windows Server 2012 provides the virtualization technology to get you there. This book helps you put it to work.

		
			Control your entire Windows infrastructure from the Server Manager console
	
			Learn how Active Directory Domain Services provide more centralized network administration
	
			Use Dynamic Access Control to manage data and user permissions
	
			Provide data integrity and fault tolerance with Storage Spaces and ReFS
	
			Gain robust management of virtual environments with Hyper V R3
	
			Master networking tools such as IPAM to help you move to the cloud
	
			Connect clients to network resources through Unified Remote Access
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Exam 98-373 Mobile Development FundamentalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The Microsoft Technology Associatecertification certification (MTA) curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology concepts with a foundation for students' careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success...
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Open Source Identity Management Patterns and Practices Using OpenAM 10.xPackt Publishing, 2013

	An intuitive guide to learning OpenAM access management capabilities for web and application servers


	Overview

	
		Learn patterns, practices, and the terminology of Identity Management
	
		Learn how to install OpenAM 10.x
	
		Protect web and application servers using policy agents
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Facebook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
The eagerly anticipated update to the bestselling first edition is here!

Facebook's popularity is seemingly unstoppable. The site experienced a huge boom in registered users in the latter half of 2008. It was at that time that Facebook also underwent a radical facelift and introduced numerous changes. Packed with hundreds of screen...
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System Analysis, Design, and Development : Concepts, Principles, and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn to develop systems that meet customer needs and organizational objectives
Successful system development requires formulation and implementation of a sound technical strategy that accurately translates the user's operational needs into a physical solution to comply with their specifications and contract requirements. System Analysis,...
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Designing Embedded Systems with PIC Microcontrollers: Principles and ApplicationsNewnes, 2006
This book is a hands-on introduction to the principles and practice of embedded system design using the PIC microcontroller. Packed with helpful examples and illustrations, it gives an in-depth treatment of microcontroller design, programming in both assembly language and C, and features advanced topics such as networking and real-time operating...
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Dreamweaver CS6 Mobile and Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2013

	This book combines accessible, clear, engaging, and candid reference material, advice, and shortcuts with substantial step by step instructions for creating a wide range of HTML5 and CSS3 designs and page content in Dreamweaver. This book is geared towards experienced Dreamweaver web designers migrating to HTML5 and jQuery. It also targets...
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